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Presentation Objectives

• Define social annotation (SA) and online curation (OC)

• Share experiences implementing them in different disciplines

• Discuss their benefits and pedagogical value

• Share recommendations for implementing OC & SA

• Share teaching and learning resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention OCSA



Background on OCSA Work

• 2017-2018: Review of collaborative platforms 
(VTE/ECQ, Vanier)

• 2018-2020: OCSA Project (History, Biology, 
Humanities)

• 2020-2021: OCSA Community of Practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2017-2018, VTE/ECQ Grant  we began exploring collaborative online platforms and began focusing on two strategies we felt were valuable, OC and SA.Three teachers from three faculties: History, Biology, and Humanities (Team)�CoP: L, T, & N and others from physics and English



Social Annotation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Useful collaborative strategy that allow students to support each other in understanding and analyzing discourses



Social Annotation



Social Annotation



Annotate Text
• Highlight 

• Comment/Ask

• Respond

• Link



Annotate Images



Annotate Video or Podcasts



• Multiple readers 
/viewers/listeners can 
engage closely with 
content

• Moves discussion to the moment of reading/viewing/listening
(Schneider et al).

• Supports peer 
learning/teaching

and each other

Social Annotation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One Experiment demonstrated discussions through annotations typically more focused and topical compared to forums. Van der Pol, Admiraal and Simons (2006) study (qtd. In Schneider) 



Tag and curate comments



Analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Confusion report: automatically-generated Confusion Report that summarizes general areas of questions/confusion. 



* Word to the wise:
the AI is less than ideal.

Automatic Grading*



Mistakes made and lessons learned 
using social annotation in physics

Nick Park

https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/einstein_882991, https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/physics_887862, https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/gravity_1074117, https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/dispersion_3953422

https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/einstein_882991
https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/physics_887862
https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/gravity_1074117
https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/dispersion_3953422


Winter 2018 Fall 2018 / Winter 2019 Fall 2020 Back to Normal??

Mutiny in the classroom

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Course: Mechanics (mostly students repeating the course)

Pre-class reading with annotation of Openstax (with some dedicated class time)

Grades: Low stakes

Objectives: 
• Prepare students for class activities and free up class time for active problem 

solving
• Promote peer-teaching in the classroom

https://hearthstone.gamepedia.com/Walk_the_Plank
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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Annotating/Peer Teaching Homework

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC

Courses: Two consecutive courses with the same cohort of Honours Science Students
Mechanics and Waves, Optics & Modern Physics

Annotation of Homework problems (mostly asynchronous with some dedicated class 
time)

Grades: Low stakes

Objectives: 
• Encourage students to ask each other (or teacher) for help rather than 

googling answers
• Promote peer-teaching outside of class

https://cristinaskybox.blogspot.com/p/sites-for-educators.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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Annotating/Peer Teaching Homework
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Annotating/Peer Teaching Homework
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Winter 2018 Fall 2018 / Winter 2019 Fall 2020 Back to Normal??
Courses: One section of Mechanics and one section of Waves, Optics & Modern Physics

Asynchronous annotation of lectures Asynchronous annotation of homework problems

Grades: Low stakes Grades: Low stakes

Objectives: 
• Allow students to interact with content in their own time 

(avoiding screen fatigue)
• Allow teacher/tutor/peer to intervene “just-in-time” when a 

student had a question
• Free up class time for active group problem solving
• (Optional) synchronous class time to review difficult concepts 

(UDL?)

Objectives: 
• Encourage students to ask each other (or teacher) for help rather than 

googling answers
• Promote peer-teaching outside of class

Opening the video once, 
and watching it earned 

55%. Marking was 
extremely lenient



Winter 2018 Fall 2018 / Winter 2019 Fall 2020 Back to Normal??

I need to thank Mr.P, as well as his 
assistants Billy, Bobby and Bo

Thomas-Palmer, J. (2013-2021). Flipping Physics. 
Retrieved from https://www.flippingphysics.com/



Winter 2018 Fall 2018 / Winter 2019 Fall 2020 Back to Normal??
Courses: One section of Mechanics and one section of Waves, Optics & Modern Physics

Asynchronous annotation of lectures Asynchronous annotation of homework problems

Grades: Low stakes Grades: Low stakes

Objectives: 
• Allow students to interact with content in their own time 

(avoiding screen fatigue)
• Allow teacher/tutor/peer to intervene “just-in-time” when a 

student had a question
• Free up class time for active group problem solving
• (optional) synchronous class time to review difficult concepts 

(UDL?)

Objectives: 
• Encourage students to ask each other (or teacher) for help rather than 

googling answers
• Promote peer-teaching outside of class



Winter 2018 Fall 2018 / Winter 2019 Fall 2020 Back to Normal??

“It was a waste 
of time.”

“More peer feedback than 
feedback from the prof.”

“It counted for marks which 
I don't see why.”

“. . . I could not understand 
why some of my comments 

were graded higher than 
others by Perusall.”

“. . . I felt like I have to make myself 
dumb in order . . . not to lose 

marks.”

“Slow, laggy and didn’t 
allow the sentiment of 
having “everything in 

one place””

“[A]t first it was confusing to 
figure all the platforms out but 

eventually it was easy”
“. . . We don't always have something to 

ask (since often . . . the questions are 
already asked), and we don't always have 
something to comment (some people end 

up commenting "That's so cool" which 
does not deepen our understanding in any 

way)..”

“It's nearly impossible to learn properly. The 
on-campus experience gives the more 

memorable impression and more engaging 
lectures, so it's hard to grasp content through 
a screen when you lack the energy or means 

to make meaningful connections of the 
material with events that happened in class.”



Winter 2018 Fall 2018 / Winter 2019 Fall 2020 Back to Normal??

“Collaboration online is the only way I 
have been able to learn so far. . . Doing 
group assignments and using platforms 

like Perusall where I can pause the 
lecture and go back as well as 

collaborate with others is the only way I 
have been able to learn.”

“. . . the anonymous 
setting reduced the 

stress of feeling like an 
idiot when asking 

certain questions.”

“This was the most interesting course I 
had throughout my entire online 

experience. None of my classes this 
semester require any form of 

implication which diminished my 
motivation greatly. . .”

“it was very organized 
and helped find specific 
questions or notes when 

needed.”

“The distinction 
between each section, 

the clarity, and the ease 
of the platform.”

“It encouraged 
participation even for 
students who do not 
usually participate.”

“I could receive written 
feedback/answers to my 
questions comments.”

“Working in an online collaborative 
environment made online schooling a 
lot more enjoyable and allowed me to 
keep a certain connection with others 
despite the situation we find ourselves 

in. Adding to this, through this 
environment, I was able to perform and 

understand the material better.”
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Winter 2018 Fall 2018 / Winter 2019 Fall 2020 Back to Normal??

Social annotation provides an engaging 
and effective strategy for flipping a 
classroom (at least in an online 
context)

Can/should I flip my physics 
classroom once we return 
to in-person teaching?



3 Experiences with Perusall in Biology 
Lissiene Neiva

https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/4352022/ecological_icon, https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/biology_201555, https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/4352031/biology_icon, https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/4352008/chemical_icon

https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/biology_201555
https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/4352031/biology_icon
https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/4352008/chemical_icon


1. Evolution Review Activity

1. Students watched the video “How Humans Stopped Evolution
Forever” on YouTube

2. They used Perusall to comment on the transcript of the video,
for a total of 6 high quality annotations.
• asking questions
• answering questions
• pointing out inaccuracies
• Relating the content to what they had learned in Bio and in other

courses

Course: General Biology I, Science Program

Asynchronous activity

Grades: Low stakes

Objectives: 
• Review the topic of evolution
• Promote critical thinking about information from social media, contextualize 

learning 
• Promote peer-teaching






Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students started by watching the entire video so that they could get a first impression as viewers without interruptions for annotating.The video seems trustworthy, the edition is great, very good quality for the image and sound - many people would not have a second thought in just accepting what is being said as being the truth.The video had millions of views and a lot more likes than dislikes (even though my students would assure me that 12% dislike is not that bad…)I thought that in using the transcript (pdf) they would be better able to focus on what was being said, and it would be quicker for them to read what their peers were commenting on (instead of having to listen to it all again.)There was a lot of participation. Many students went way beyond the requirements, It was great to expose misconceptionsIt was great to see their understanding of the classes (and how it was applied)Comments went beyond our competency – I think it is important to open these doors in our classes from time to time. (connections to gen.ed., for example)It is fantastic to use more open ended questions (not that common in science), we get to see a lot more of their thought process, they get to be more creative, etc.Some students were really having fun with it. It really surprised me that students that some students that were mostly quiet in class participated a lot and were really enjoying themselves.From a UDL point of view, I was able to diversify the media for discussion and get a wider variety of students engaged (very noticeable on the H20 semester)



2.Getting Familiarized with Peer-Reviewed 
Articles

1. Lecture/discussion on what are peer-reviewed articles and how to recognize one
2. An article without section headers was made available on Perusall

• Identify the main sections of the article (abstract, introduction, materials and methods, etc.) as 
well as some other features that would be relevant to formatting their lab reports.

Courses: Plant Life, Environmental and Wildlife Management Program
General Biology I, Science Program

Synchronous activity in an online course

Not graded

Objectives: 
• Familiarizing the students with peer-reviewed articles:

• Identifying their structure
• Observing the typical formatting 
• Modelling the format that they would use later in their 

lab reports






Presenter
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Students are required to include some peer-reviewed references in their lab reports. Few of the students have some familiarity with this kind of texts, some have used them in other coursesThe complete understanding of the article was not important, we were focusing mostly on the format, on what kind of information would go on each section.Students were able to read as a group, even in the online context (connected through Perusall and in breakout rooms on Teams)I could interact with the groups in real timeDue to the nature of the reading material, it presented a good challenge to the students – but easy enough that you don’t need a lot of background to understand the research.I referred to this activity later in the semester when they were writing their lab reports.

https://www.nature.com/articles/srep38427.pdf


3. Using Perusal for Weekly Textbook Readings

• Noticeable improvement in the quality of the questions 
• I could adapt class discussions according to annotations
• Readings were too long (over class ponderation)
• Students sometimes felt like they had nothing to comment on
• We need a program approach to developing reading skills
• Assign fewer assignments as a whole
• Ask for only 3 high quality comments/assignment
• Model high quality annotations

Course: Plant Life (EWM) and General Biology I (Science)

Pre-class readings, asynchronous

Grades: Low stakes

Objectives: 
• Prepare students for class activities (semi-flipped class)
• Help students develop reading/interpretation skills in science



http://cdn8.openculture.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/free-textbooks1.jpg
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I chose not to comment too much on Perusall because it was time consuming and I wanted them to answer each other’s questions.Noticeable improvement in the quality of the questions asked by students – as compared to class discussions with pre-class suggested videos and readingsI could adapt class discussions based on the comments I read before class – noticing points of difficulty, going over certain examples, etc.Readings were too long (5 - 7 comments on one or 2 readings/week) 30min -1h for Plant Life, 2-3h for General BioHighlight the sections of the text that answer the learning outcomes, and copy/paste the corresponding learning outcome in the comment box;·        Let your group know of any learning outcomes you were unable to find;·        Ask questions;·        Answer questions;·        Add examples (include references if copied from somewhere - just the web address is enough);·        Add figures/diagrams (include references if copied from somewhere - just the web address is enough);·        Add memes related to the content (no references are necessary for memes  )·        Make connections between different course topics explicit;·        Make connections between different science courses explicit;(this variety, and the fact that some types of comment are pretty straightforward, is why I have asked for a larger number of comments)Modelling high-quality annotations by Phoebe Jackson on the Saltise Website

https://www.saltise.ca/strategies/flipped-classroom/


Online Curation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different form of online collaboration but SA feeds into OC. We grouped them together because the project began with collaborative strategies and we landed on these two. 



Information overload

the new status quo



Curation: an old approach with a new twist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An online platform, like Netboard, that Toby is going to describe for us.��Don’t say anything else at this point.



Our students are already curating, often without realizing it.

Do they have the tools to make valuable contributions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Curation involves multiple skills that we need to deliberately teach our students.



• Collaborate
• Publish
• Comment
• Peer assess

Defining Online Curation
Collect

Select

Annotate

Share

Organize

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term curate comes from the Latin “Curare” which means to care (for sb.).“Curators aggregate, distill, and remix existing content to show how content applies in new situations.” (It involves purposefully collecting online content on a given topic, evaluating it and selecting and organizing valid, relevant, and/or interesting information, summarizing its significance for the collection, and sharing it, all in a cloud-based platform.��Five Cs of Digital Curation (Deschaine and Sharma (2015):�Collection – Categorization – Critiquing – Conceptualization – CirculationCollection (preserve, revisit)Categorization (compare, generalize)Critiquing (discriminate, evaluate)Conceptualization (reorganize, repurpose)Circulation (Showcase, publii



Curating Law with Netboard
Toby Moneit

https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/4352031/biology_icon, https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/4352008/chemical_icon

https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/4352031/biology_icon
https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/4352008/chemical_icon


Legal Issues for a Business

Course: Business Law, Business Administration

Synchronous/Asynchronous activity

Grades: Learning Integration Assessment (20%)

Objectives (Course Level):
• Reinforce links between law and business as well as difficult legal concepts
• Identify most relevant main legal issues facing the business
• Research legal and supporting sources for addressing those legal issues
• Promote critical reading, contextualize learning

Objectives (Program Level):
• Curate content (find, categorize and organize information)
• Present information creatively, accurately using appropriate language
• Professionalism

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 https://blog.arcadia.com/50-ways-reduce-carbon-footprint/ I chose this website because it had a long list, not because it came from a specially reputable source. Arcadia is an American company that sells wind and solar energy. I also liked the fact that some of the actions were really debatable, like “43. Try more holistic remedies” or “38. Fly economy class”	Some students were really having fun with it. It really surprised me that students that were mostly quiet in class participated a lot and were really enjoying themselves.From a UDL point of view, I was able to diversify the media for discussion and get a wider variety of students engaged.Comments were in general less in-depth than I expected, but some of the discussions were very interesting. It allowed me to see some misconceptions and their ability to pick up on certain mistakes.For next time, I will give more examples of comments.



https://netboard.me/index.html



skin
Title

Description

SloganTabs = 
Legal Issues

Titles & 
categorization

Layout & organization
Annotations



Considerations
• Identification & 

explanation of most 
relevant legal issues

• Quality of sources

• Quality of the Annotations

• Organization of materials 
(logical & coherent)

• Presentation

• Language and mechanics
Each Netboard is Unique! Customize!

Every business has its own most relevant legal issues based on its 
context.



Scaffolding, Iterative Learning, and Peer Teaching

• "Outline"

• Peer 
Comments

• Update



Peer Teaching

• Practice Giving (and receiving) 
Constructive Feedback (rubric 
and instructions)

• Netiquette Guidelines!





More focus necessary on:
• Fundamental legal concepts

• Fundamental academic lessons (e.g., plagiarism, respecting copyright)



Curating an invertebrate collection
Heather Roffey

https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/insect_4615381?term=insect&related_id=4615381 https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/butterfly-net_430646?related_id=430646 https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/photographer_2317973 https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/insects_2964896?term=insect%20collection&related_id=2964896

https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/insect_4615381?term=insect&related_id=4615381
https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/butterfly-net_430646?related_id=430646
https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/photographer_2317973
https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/insects_2964896?term=insect%20collection&related_id=2964896


Course: Invertebrate Life, Environmental & Wildlife Management Program, 3rd semester

Synchronous/ asynchronous activities

Grades: Formative & summative assessments, Learning Integrative Assessment

Objectives (Course Level):
• Find a large diversity of invertebrates in their local environment and in the media
• Identify invertebrates based on morphological characteristics using available tools
• Describe invertebrate’s habitat, role in its environment, adaptations for survival 

and reproduction, and importance to humans

Recognize, identify, & describe the diversity of 
invertebrates in our daily lives

https://www.cicadamania.com/images/LargeLinnei-HP-700x270.webp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overarching goal:  Recognize and identify the diversity of invertebrate species in our daily lives. Learning Outcomes:Students will find a large diversity of invertebrates in their local environment and in the media.Students will identify invertebrates based on morphological characteristics using available tools (e.g., iNaturalist, identification books).Students will describe invertebrate’s habitat, role in its environment, adaptations for survival and reproduction, and importance to humans.Students will present information using different modes of expression (e.g., written, images, oral).

https://www.cicadamania.com/images/LargeLinnei-HP-700x270.webp


Step 1: 
Virtual 
Invertebrate 
Collection

Weekly themes:
• At night
• On campus
• In your home
• In a pet store
• Medically important
• In the news
• Extinct



51

Step 2: Curated collection



Step 3: Scavenger hunt





Step 3: Scavenger hunt



• Engage with authentic activities
• Provide feedback to motivate and troubleshoot
• Provide opportunities for creativity
• Provide opportunities for peer-sharing

55

Final thoughts….

“It was fun to design the end product as well 
as provided me with more knowledge about 
the insects we covered in class.”

"Curation definitely helped make the class feel 
more hands on despite it being online. Also 
having to go out of my way to find insects 
near me was nice since it forced me to bother 
learning more about what’s right around me!"

"I liked the concept of the curation and think it 
should be repeated in future years!"



Pedagogical Value of SA & OC



Metacognition
Synthesis

Organization

Digital Competency Framework

Understanding

https://bit.ly/3ibR6ze

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QC Framework��1 competency, 12 dimensions�Technological skillsEmploying tech skills to software, platforms and apps in learning and everyday lifeEthical Reflecting on the ethical implications of laws and regulations, including copyrightTaking into consideration the social, cultural and philosophical diversity of digital societyDigital resources for LearningSelect and properly use digital tools and resources to learn, including self-assessmentUse technology to whet one’s curiosity and expand one’s horizons, as well as to learn or help others learnInfo LiteracySelecting and using information appropriately, mindful of information overload and filter bubblesAssessing traditional and digital informationAssessing one’s research results & organizing the resulting content for analysis Adopting a reflective attitude toward information and its usesCiting web sources (e.g., netboard grabs)Collaboration: Solving diverse problems via digital tech and within a digital communityLeveraging digital environments to collaborate or co-createLearn to interact respectfully and effectively with others, mindful of one’s role in a groupCollaboration needs to be well-guided (Prof. Weinburger’s scripts for example)Inclusion and Diverse NeedsMobilizing digital strategies and tools to address diverse needs and overcome barriers�Professional EmpowermentValue of reading and analytical skills, searching for info, curating to obtain and in a jobEvidence suggests SA improves the understanding of, and engagement with, discourses when integrated into learning activities (Yeh, Hung, & Chiang, 2015; Kanevsky, Xin, and Ram, 2016)Critical Thinking: Employing critical thinking to assess digital content before using itMaking a thoughtful and honest assessment of one’s own use of digital technologyDr. Armin Weinberger: transactive talk: “Yes, but”Students who engage in high-level discussion online, especially by providing answers to their peers' questions, make more gains in conceptual understanding than students who do not” (Miller, 2016).�

https://bit.ly/3ibR6ze


Online Curation and Social Annotation
Like disruptive technologies…                         



Online Curation and Social Annotation
Like disruptive technologies…                         



Backward Design 
• Start with the competency(ies) or course-level learning outcome

• Choose an activity that supports this learning

• Choose an appropriate platform

Recommendations



Backward Design 
• Determine the types of context and interaction it entails

• Determine what you will assess and how

Recommendations

Tip: Check out the Activity Design Template

https://netboardme.s3.amazonaws.com/published/8396/files/796ba6b23877c24088a12e9e562e9c4e.docx


• Scaffold learning initially with short, practical activities 
(including how to collaborate, critique, etc.)

• Leverage platform’s collaborative features

• Minimize the number of platforms used in course

Recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Type of interaction: Student-content, student-content-student, student-teacher // synchronous or asynchronousType of assessment (Diagnostic, formative, summative, certification



Provide students with 

 Samples

 Instructions

 Marking rubrics

 Tools for evaluating sources & collaborating

Recommendations

Tip: make use of OCSA resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Type of interaction: Student-content, student-content-student, student-teacher // synchronous or asynchronousType of assessment (Diagnostic, formative, summative, certificationMarking rubrics for students: self-assess, peer-assess, teacher assessment

https://technoped.netboard.me/ocsa/?tab=70309
https://technoped.netboard.me/ocsa/


Resources: Online Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention MPHM studentsMention positive class participation from online participation in Kelly’s class



Resources: OCSA Guidelines & Rubrics



Resources: OCSA Guidelines & Rubrics



For more information, check out our 
SALTISE Learning Community pages.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also have added a list of more resources in the PPT, along with a references section.

https://www.saltise.ca/learning-community/online-curation-and-social-annotation/


Thank you!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
References in PPTList of rubrics,Some additional slides about types of SA and OC activities



• Holistic curation rubric

• Descriptive marking rubric and checklist for curation

• Hybrid curation and peer review rubric

• Holistic rubric for peer-reviewing curated sites

• Descriptive rubric for social annotation

• Marking Rubric for Peer Reviews

Some OCSA Resources: Rubrics

• Integrating Online Collaboration into a Course

• Integrating Online Curation into a Course

• Integrating Social Annotation into a Course

https://technoped.netboard.me/ocsa/?w=741811
https://technoped.netboard.me/ocsa/?w=741803
https://technoped.netboard.me/ocsa/?w=742371
https://technoped.netboard.me/ocsa/?w=742205
https://technoped.netboard.me/ocsa/?w=741795
https://netboardme.s3.amazonaws.com/published/8396/files/cb1334d21ccb27be1f7e366caaf276dc.pdf
https://technoped.netboard.me/ocsa/?w=742095
https://technoped.netboard.me/ocsa/?w=742372
https://technoped.netboard.me/ocsa/?w=742110
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Examples of Teacher SAs

• Highlighting or defining key concepts

• Posing questions to deepen understanding

• Providing context or background

• Elucidating difficult passages

• Modelling close or active reading



Examples of Student SAs

• Creating a glossary

• Highlighting or note-taking

• Asking questions / receiving answers

• Close or rhetorical reading

• Cross-referencing / linking to related media

• Offering an opinion (e.g., quiet students gain a voice)



• Analysis of pre-existing curated content (based on set criteria)

• Classroom jigsaws

• Individual or group research projects

• Peer assessment of peers’ curated collections

• Alternative to annotated bibliography

• Curation treasure hunts

Examples of OC Activities
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